Optimization of ingredients, procedures and rehabilitation for platelet-rich plasma injections for chronic tendinopathy.
SUMMARY There is considerable interest amongst clinicians and researchers to create the optimal platelet product to maximize outcomes with platelet-rich plasma (PRP) injections. PRP has been widely introduced as a safe alternative for treating tendinopathies. However, there is still limited clinical evidence describing the components of the platelet product and supporting its use in clinical trials. This article reviews the current literature regarding the role of PRP injections in the treatment of recalcitrant tendinopathies and the different factors in the platelet product that could affect the outcome, including the platelet count, presence of leukocytes, activators used, pH of solution and delivery method, among others. In addition, we address important concepts regarding rehabilitation after PRP procedures, which has little consensus to date and is the subject of much debate. Based on the phases of soft tissue healing, basic science research on platelets, as well as our clinical experience in treating over 500 patients with PRP, we will suggest guidelines regarding the optimal progression of rehabilitation and timing for return to previous activity following the procedure.